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Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search
the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday, for example: level up
designs 18th birthday. This large print internet password organizer makes the perfect birthday
gift! People of all ages need a way to keep and organize all those hard to remember website
usernames and passwords. After all, there is nothing more irritating than trying to log into a
website and getting that lovely message, "Incorrect Username or Password." UGH! With this
book that will be a problem no more. The first page of the book features space for up to 5
wireless networks along with their locations and passwords. This book also features space to
list 288 internet accounts including: Account/Website Name Username Password Email Pin
Code Security Question Other features include: Pages are in alphabetical order. Nice wide
lines with plenty of space to write. A large book size of 8 1/2" x 11" so it can be easily found.
Search "Level Up Designs Happy Birthday Books" or click on our name above and check out
our wide variety of awesome birthday books.
This funny Birthday Giftis also a unique birthday keepsake book and makes the perfect gift for
special occasions. More details include: Happy Birthday message on the first page 120 High
Quality white framed pages for party guest's messages and wishes or for journaling A Soft,
Glossy Finish Cover. A portable 6x9 inches size, easy to carry around. Don't buy another
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birthday card,
use this Birthday Book and keep your memory forever!
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search
the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday, for example: level up
designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift! It's fun, unique and sure to put a
smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one, or acquaintance, it will remind them of that
special birthday for years to come. This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or
notebook features: 105 lined pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty of room to write. QUALITY
paper A book size of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design
that is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search "Level Up
Designs Happy Birthday Books" and check out some of our other fun birthday books!
Born in 1951, 70 Today, Happy BirthdayFact and Trivia Gift Book about 1951 Perfect for 70th
Birthday Gift
Born in 1951 Birthday Book, for the perfect 70th birthday gift. Looking for a gift for someone
special in your life? This book is filled with interesting facts, trivia and memories from 1951
Britain, including: * World population, then and now * World leaders 1951 * Famous People
who share your birth year * Oscar winners * Films 1951 * Cost of Living (then & now) * Did you
know? Interesting facts from 1951 * Music * Find out what the number 1 hit was on your
birthday * Fashion 1950s * Sports * Festival of Britain 1951 * 10 most popular baby names
(boys & girls) * Books Published 1951 * Toys * World Events 1951 * Inventions 1950s This trip
down memory lane is accompanied by colour images from Britain during the 50s and filled with
interesting facts that the birthday recipient will love to discover. The first page of this book is
designed as a card so that you can personalise the book from you to the recipient. This book
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serves as a birthday
memories, interesting facts and trivia about the year they were born. Don't struggle with what
to get any longer, pop this book in your cart today and look forward to delighting your loved
one with the perfect personal gift.

Are you looking for a unique birthday keepsake book? This 7" x 10" birthday
journal notebook not only has 80 lined pages for journaling but also includes 40
blank pages for guests to write their happy birthday messages to the birthday
celebrator. Or they can be used for doodles, sketches or any other way you want.
With the kind words from loved ones and the ability to journal this birthday
keepsake is the ultimate happy birthday book. Makes the perfect birthday gifts for
men, women and kids of all ages whether they were born in 1917 or 2012. Just
click on Dartan Creations to see hundreds of other journal styles and options.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books?
Just search the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday,
for example: level up designs 18th birthday. This large print address book is the
perfect birthday gift! Anyone wanting an easy to use address book with larger text
and a larger book format will find getting themselves organized a breeze. It
features space to list 436 contacts including: Name Address Cell Phone Home
Phone Work Phone Email Address Other features include: An emergency
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contacts page in the front of the book for easy access including 911. Nice wide
lines with plenty of space to write. A large book size of 8 1/2" x 11" so it can be
easily found. A beautiful, professionally designed cover that lets you express your
individuality. Click on our name above or search "Level Up Designs birthday
books" on Amazon and check out some of our other birthday books such as:
Large Print Password Organizers Journals, Diaries, and Notebooks Sketchbooks
and much more
Birthday Guest Book: Celebration Message logbook For Visitors Family and
Friends To Write In Comments & Best Wishes With and Gift Log (Celebration
Guestbook) Seventy is the new 50 . If you are attending a 70th Birthday Party,
take this with you and pass it around the group and present at the end of the
night. Priceless A thoughtful gift from the heart. Milestone Birthday's are fun to
celebrate. Take this message log book as a gift for the host. Family & friends can
write a special message to the honoree. A log book that has space for over 200
guests comments and a gift log. Buy it for a family member. Buy it for a coworker, your boss or a friend. Take it to any party you are invited to and the
honoree will remember your thoughtfulness. Product Details: *Soft Matte Cover,
Large Square 8.5 x 8.5 size Fun cover design *Formatted interior with prompts to
help others write messages, advice or toasts. *Logbook in the back of the book to
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note down gifts. Quality paper #60 If you are having or attending a birthday party,
celebrating a milestone birthday this is the perfect gift. Love Sunday(tm) Planners
& Journals has unique guestbooks for a variety of special events( Birthdays,
Anniversary, Wedding, Baby Shower, Graduations. Check out our Amazon
Author page. amazon.com/lovesunday
Celebrate a birthday with some friends and family. Use this book to sign them in
to the party and write down their thoughts and wishes they have for the birthday
person to create a unique keepsake to look back on. Featuring: .94 pages to
write down up to 188 guests .5 pages at the back to stick, glue photos into the
book .A page at the front of the book to personalise it
Guest book (size 8.5" x 8.5") to celebrate a milestone birthday. The printed lines
on each page provide space for up to 150 names and messages. This stylish
guest book makes a wonderful birthday gift for use at a birthday party.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books?
Just search the words level up designs ] the age you are looking for + birthday,
for example: level up designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift!
It's fun, unique and sure to put a smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one,
or acquaintance, it will remind them of that special birthday for years to come.
This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or notebook features: 105 lined
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pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty of room to write. QUALITY paper A book size
of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design that
is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search Level
Up Designs books and check out some of our other fun birthday books!
Happy 70th Birthday Guest Book. In this all-in-One Guest Book, each guest can
leave their Contact Info, best wishes, and photos. This Guest Book is perfect for
a birthday party and celebration. This is a wonderful way to invite and ask guests
to write down their birthday wishes and any good memories shared together with
the birthday person. This Birthday Guest Book contains: - 100 individual highquality white paper pages. - Premium paperback with glossy cover finish. Size:8.5" x 8.5" in (215.9mm x 215.9mm). This is not the age you're looking for?
Click the author name to find the one you want.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books?
Just search the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday,
for example: level up designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift!
It's fun, unique and sure to put a smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one,
or acquaintance, it will remind them of that special birthday for years to come.
This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or notebook features: 105 lined
pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty of room to write. QUALITY paper A book size
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of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design that
is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search
"Level Up Designs Happy Birthday Books" and check out some of our other fun
birthday books such as address books, password organizers, sketchbooks and
more!
This birthday coloring book 70 Is Great Birthday Gift Idea Hours Of Fun for 70th
Birthday It's Full with Different Unique Birthday Illustrations! Details: 40 Unique
Designs. Size: 6 X 9. Provides Hours of Fun and Creativity. Pure White & Black
Pages. Single-Sided Pages (Each Illustration Is Printed on A Single Sheet). HighResolution Printing. This Color Book Makes a Nice Birthday Gift.
This cute Llama Lover Birthday Gift is also a unique Birthday Keepsake book and
makes the perfect gift for men and women. More details include: Happy Birthday
message on the first page 120 High Quality white pages for party guest's
messages and wishes or for journaling A beautifully designed Soft Cover. A
portable 6"x9" size, easy to carry around. Don't buy another birthday card, use
this Birthday Book and keep your memory forever!
This cute Corgi Lover Birthday Gift is also a unique Birthday Keepsake book and makes the
perfect gift for men women and Kids. More details include: Happy Birthday message on the
first page 120 High Quality white pages for party guest's messages and wishes or for
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beautifully designed Soft Cover. A portable 6"x9" size, easy to carry around. Don't
buy another birthday card, use this Birthday Book and keep your memory forever!
It's My 70th Birthday. Happy Birthday Guest Book. This Guest Book contains: To Celebrate title
page for writing the birthday person's name and date 100 individual pages for guests to write in
their names and happy messages Size 8.5 x 8.5 in (21.6 x 21.6 cm) This Guest Book is for
birthday party and celebration of the one you love. This is a wonderful way to invite and ask
guests to write down their birthday wishes and any good memories shared with the Birthday
person. It will be a great keepsake gift for the birthday person and everyone invited. Have a
great wonderful birthday!
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search
the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday, for example: level up
designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift! It's fun, unique and sure to put a
smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one, or acquaintance, it will remind them of that
special birthday for years to come. This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or
notebook features: 105 lined pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty of room to write. QUALITY
paper A book size of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design
that is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search Level Up
Designs books and check out some of our other fun birthday books!
Happy 70th Birthday Guest Book. This Guest book contains: To Celebrate title page for writing
the birthday person's name and date 100 individual pages for guests to write in their names
and happy messages Size 8.5 x 8.5 in (21.6 x 21.6 cm) This Guest Book is for Birthday party
and celebration of the one you love. This is a wonderful way to invite and ask guests to write
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down their Birthday
a great keepsake gift for the Birthday person and everyone invited. Have a great wonderful
Birthday!
70th Birthday Guest Book. 120 pages this guest book contains: 'To Celebrate' title page for
writing the birthday person's name and date Welcome page: 'Thank you for coming. Let's
celebrate!' Special additional space for a photo from the celebration 105 individual pages for
guests to write in their names and wishes / messages 5 pages for 'Notes & Photos' 7 pages for
'Gift Log' to write in names / emails and gift list Details: Size is 8.5" x 8.5" (21,6 x 21,6 cm)
Interior with high quality cream paper Premium hardcover with glossy cover finish The 70th
birthday guest book is a beautiful gift for your loved ones. A great way to capture and
remember beautiful wishes and thoughts from family and friends for a birthday. Enjoy the
celebration!
This cute Llama Lover Birthday Gift is also a unique birthday keepsake book and makes the
perfect gift for men and women. More details include: Happy Birthday message on the first
page 120 High Quality white blank pages for party guest's messages and wishes or for
journaling A Soft, Glossy Finish Cover. A portable 6x9 inches size, easy to carry around. Don't
buy another birthday card, use this Birthday Book and keep your memory forever! Make sure
to look at our other products for other Journal ideas.
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????? + level up designs + ??????????? +
???????? level up designs 18?????? ?????????????????! ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???? 105 Wanna see if we have the age you are
looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search the words level up designs + the age you
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are looking for
+ birthday, for example: level up designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect
birthday gift! It's fun, unique and sure to put a smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one,
or acquaintance, it will remind them of that special birthday for years to come. This book which
can be used as a journal, diary, or notebook features: 105 lined pages SPACIOUS lines for
plenty of room to write. QUALITY paper A book size of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more
COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design that is PERFECT for your special someone! Click on
our name above or search "Level Up Designs Happy Birthday Books" and check out some of
our other fun birthday books!
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